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Name:

An analogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same

relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first discover

the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

expected

drummer

instructor

Earth

celebration

width

revolution

ugly

disappointed

respond

won

boat

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the word box to complete the

second pair of words.
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Communicate is to speak ...as... answer is to1.

Future is to past ...as... length is to 2.

Eager is to bored ...as... delighted is to3.

Athlete is to football player ...as... musician is to4.

Universe is to cosmos ...as... orbit is to 5.

Beautiful is to pretty ...as... hideous is to 6.

Event is to occurrence ...as... party is to7.
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Unusual is to common ...as... surprising is to8.

Ecology is to environment ...as... geology is to 9.

Referee is to judge ...as... teacher is to 10.

Luge is to sled ...as... canoe is to 11.

Defeat is to defeated ...as... win is to 12.


